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DISCUSSION TOPICS

• Background
• Fundamentals: Why we Consult and the Trust Doctrine
• Key laws that require Consultation
• Policy: DoD, Army and USACE
• Regulatory Program application
• Tribal Consultation

• -Why, Who, What, When, How
• Best practices
• Tools
• Final Thoughts
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Picture: Cultural design, Puyallup Tribe-Pacific Northwest Indian Tribe



BACKGROUND

• Currently, there are ~573 federally recognized Indian Tribes within the 
US (33 states).  Approximately 229 of those are in Alaska.

• Tribes are sovereign entities:
• Each has a unique government, 

culture and language
• Many have reservation lands.

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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R picture: Very 1st tribal delegation to Washington, D.C.Sac and Fox and Kaw Delegation in Washington, D.C. 1867Contrast with the U.S. going to the many great lakes region tribes in the 1830s.R picture: An artist's rendering illustrates the last council of the Potawatomi Indians before they signed a treaty to cede their ownership of more than a million acres.As a result of federal policy and removal, most no longer live near their ancestral lands and can sometimes be hundreds or thousands of miles away from homelands.  



BACKGROUND

• The Federal government has a very long, historic, and legal 
relationship with each Tribe based on treaties, statutes and executive 
orders

• Many Tribes respect the military culture, yet may still mistrust the 
Army and the Corps since it was often the Army who removed them 
from their lands.  Some historic Army Corps of Engineers’ Civil Works 
projects have also adversely affected tribes.
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The Pick-Sloan Flood Control Act of 1944 (P.L. 78–534), enacted in the 2nd session of the 78th Congress, is U.S. legislation that authorized the construction of numerous dams and modifications to previously existing dams,[1] as well as levees across the United States. Among its various provisions, it established the Southeastern Power Administration, and led to the establishment of the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program.The Pick-Sloan legislation managed the Missouri River with six intents: hydropower, recreation, water supply, navigation, flood control and fish and wildlife. Over 50 dams and lakes have been built due to this legislation, not just on the mainly affected river but also on tributaries and other connected rivers. Nebraska, as an example, has seen more than eight new lakes created due to the damming of the Missouri and tributaries. The Act also recognized the legitimate rights of states, through the Governor, to impact flood control projects. See 33 US section 701-1 which declared it to be the policy of the Congress“to recognize the interests and rights of the States in determining the development of the watersheds within their borders and likewise their interests and rights in water utilization and controlThe act transferred ownership of large parcels of land from around the Missouri River, more than 20% of which was owned by Native Americans, to the Corps of Engineers.[citation needed] The Lakota, Dakota and Nakota tribes lost 202,000 acres (820 km2). The Three Affiliated Tribes, specifically, lost 155,000 acres (630 km2) in their Fort Berthold Reservation due to the building of the Garrison Dam. This project caused more than 1,500 American Indians to relocate from the river bottoms of the Missouri river due to the flooding.The project has successfully controlled flooding throughout the Missouri river basin, provided water for irrigation and municipalities, generated baseload power throughout the central US, and is a truly great place for fishing, hunting, and watersports.Celilo Falls on the Columbia River and Kinzua Dam on the Allegheny River



TRIBAL LAND AREAS - RESERVATIONS
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Indian Country is defined as:All land within the limits of any Indian reservation under the jurisdiction of the U.S. government, not withstanding the issuance of any patent and, including rights-of-way running through the reservationAll dependent Indian communities within the borders of the United States whether within the original or subsequently acquired territory thereof, and whether within or without the limits of a state, andAll Indian allotments, the Indian titles to which have not been extinguished, including rights-of-way running through the same (18 U.S.C. Section 1151).Also, keep in mind that some Tribes may have been removed outside your district AOR



TRIBAL LAND AREAS-INDIAN COUNTRY-ALASKA
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WHY WE CONSULT-THE LEGAL CONTEXT

US Constitution:

• Commerce Clause, Article I, Section 8: gives right to do 
business with tribes to Federal government, not States.

• Supremacy Clause, Article VI: Treaties are the supreme Law of 
the Land

• Treaties – >500 signed (about 380 ratified by Senate)

• National Historic Preservation Act
• National Environmental Policy Act
• Executive Order 13175, Consultation with Indian Tribal 

Governments – 2000
• Presidential Proclamation - Nov 05 2009

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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As mentioned in the presentation earlier: History of Federal Indian Law1830’s-the Supreme Court and the first great Constitutional crisisThe Marshall Trilogy and the origin of the Trust Doctrine:The Supreme Court held that Tribes are separate and distinct political communities; they are sovereign over the lands they retained; treaties were made in order to allow Tribes to retain their culture, sovereignty, reserved homelands, and the right to govern themselves; and that Tribes retain everything that they did not expressly give up. In return for land cessations, Tribes bargained for protection. The United States gave Tribes a solemn pledge to protect them and what they retained from encroachment or diminishment. The Court used the Cherokee Nation. v. Georgia dependency principles to demand recognition of the United States’ responsibility to protect the Tribes, their land, and whatever rights they had retained (i.e., sovereignty). The Court used the paternalism established in Worchester v. Georgia to establish a duty of protection.Supreme Court Chief Justice Marshall versus President Andrew Jackson:The first great Constitutional crisis arose in 1831 in Cherokee Nation v. Georgia [30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1, 8 L.Ed. 25 (1831)]. Andrew Jackson was President. States’ rights were having a resurgence. The states felt that they did not have to comply with Federal mandates or proclamations. The State of Georgia tried to evict the Cherokee Indians from the State. It passed a series of statutes imposing Georgia law on Cherokee lands. President Jackson supported these actions, as he had the passage of the Indian Removal Act of 1830.



FEDERAL TRUST RESPONSIBILITIES

• Seminole Nation v. United States, 1942

• Consultation is required by Executive Orders and 
statutes, and the Federal government cannot 
diminish tribal treaty rights, only the U.S. 
Congress can. 

• Consultation is a means for fulfilling 
responsibilities of the federal government to 
Tribes

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Seminole Nation v. United States �316 U.S. 286 (1942)The original suit was decided by the Court of Claims in favor of petitioner, Seminole Nation, in the amount of $1,317,087.27. The Supreme Court reversed this decision for want of jurisdiction. The jurisdictional barrier was then removed by statute, and Seminole Nation of Oklahoma filed a second amended petition in the Court of Claims, reasserting the six claims previously denied by the Supreme Court. The Court of Claims denied three claims entirely, allowed one in full and two in part. Seminole Nation was awarded $18,388.30. However, the United States was entitled to gratuity offsets in the amount of $705,337.33, and as such, the second amended petition was dismissed. The Supreme Court granted certiorari on a petition challenging the lower court's decision on each of the five claims disallowed in whole or in part. The Court also agreed to review the items which the Court of Claims included in the list of gratuity offsets.This case is often cited "as authority for the application of fiduciary principles to the government in the administration of Indian affairs.Recognize tribal sovereigntyConsult before taking actionManage its lands consistent with the protection of tribal lands, resources, and traditional cultural properties



KEY LAWS THAT REQUIRE CONSULTATION

National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) 1966

Promote preservation of historic properties

Obligations: 

Consult w/any tribe that attaches 
religious/cultural significance to the 
property, and take into account effect 
of the undertaking.

- ’92 Amendments enhanced tribal role
Consult with tribes regarding religious or cultural sites

- On or off tribal lands
Traditional Cultural Properties (NPS Bulletin No. 38)
THPO may assume SHPO role on Indian lands

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Interaction of NHPA and EO 13007�Comparing Sacred Sites and Traditional Cultural Properties (see handout)



KEY LAWS THAT REQUIRE CONSULTATION

National Environmental Policy Act (1970)

Informed, transparent decision-making that considers 
environmental effects

Invite tribal 
participation 
in scoping

Discuss conflicts w/tribal 
land use plans and 
policies

Invite comment on draft EIS when effects on historical 
Indian lands

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Bibliography link to NEPA book.Note: Standard Individual Permit or these may come into play if you have a Section 404 linked to a Section 14 RHA permission letter action (33 USC 408).Means:  written, public environmental analysesNote: DoD American Indian Policy, consultation definition of “may have the potential to significantly affect protected tribal resources, tribal rights, or Indian lands.” verses the NEPA definition and threshold.The Corps’ Role:NEPA (if they are the lead agency), ESA Compliance, 106 NHPA, E.O. 11988, Tribal CoordinationTechnical Review and Recommendation for ApprovalCorps’ Review PlanFinal Approval of PermissionsScope of Analysis poses a threshold question that must be answered before considering what impacts should be considered.  The Scope of Analysis must be defined before scoping for an EIS can begin (and before the extent of reasonably foreseeable impacts  to be considered in EA can be defined).



OTHER DIRECTIVES THAT REQUIRE CONSULTATION

• American Indian Religious Freedom Act, 1978
• Archaeological Resources Protection Act, 1979
• Indian Sacred Sites--Executive Order 13007, 1996
• Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 1993
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These directives apply to federal lands and their respective management agencies.  This can include the Corps but would need to involve a Regulatory action to be applicable.  Consider another agency as lead for these laws.Purpose of AIRFA: Protect right to exercise traditional religions. Act creates no veto power, new substantive rights, nor enforceable procedural dutiesDuty to:Consult with traditional religious leadersConsider American Indian religious valuesPurpose of Religious Freedom Restoration ActTrigger: substantial burden on exercise of religionObligations: compelling government interest, least restrictive meansGovernment may substantially burden the exercise of religion only if there’s a compelling government interest and uses the least restrictive meansPurpose of ARPA: Protect resourcesTrigger: Excavation of “archeological resource”Material remains of human life at least 100 year-old On public or Indian landsObligations of Sacred Sites-Notice of proposed actions that may limit access to or adversely affect sites Accommodate access to & ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites by Indian religious practitionersAvoid adversely affecting physical integrity of sacred sites



SITES OF RELGIOUS 
AND CULTURAL 
SIGNIFICANCE
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Heart of the Monster

Celilo Falls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heart of the Monster: Long ago, a huge monster, Its-welx, filled the Kamiah Valley in the Clearwater River region. Its-welx was hungry so he swallowed all the animals and the people, and imprisoned them in his stomach. Coyote, It'se-ye-ye, was building a fish ladder for the salmon by tearing down the waterfall at Celilo. He heard about what happened and traveled to where the monster had eaten the people. He had with him five stone knives. He asked Its-welx to swallow him too, because he had become lonely. It'seye-ye jumped down the throat, went to the heart of the monster, and began to cut away. After Its-welx died, It'se-ye-ye carved up the monster, and scattered the pieces in many directions, each time naming a particular tribe and their physical characteristics. It'se-ye-ye left the "heart" in Kamiah, and sprinkled the heart's best blood from his fingers. From this he made the last and noblest of the tribe's, the Nimíipu (The Nez Perce). Later, It'se-ye-ye turned the Heart of the Monster to stone. The Heart of the Monster site (10-IH-936) remains in Kamiah, Idaho (Haines 1955:8; Slickpoo 1972:201; Slickpoo and Walker 1973; Walker 1980:106).Celilo Falls is one of the most important fishing locations in the Pacific NW.  Tribes came from all over the NW to fish and trade. Was inundated by damming the Columbia.



RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL 
“SIGNIFICANCE” FOR TRIBES

USACE Policy anticipates a two-step process: 

1. To overcome the fact that, as non-Indians, we may not always 
recognize the effect our actions may have on tribal interests 
unless WE ASK

2. To allow the Corps to proceed 
without the need for further 
consultation unless potentially 
significant consequences are 
identified during this initial 
discussion. 
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[Note: The word “significantly” is used in its ordinary dictionary sense, i.e., as a synonym for “material” or “important.” It should not be interpreted in the NEPA or CEQ, NEPA Regulations sense, as that would set a higher threshold for consultation than is intended.]Also, consultation may not be necessary for all permit actions: Consider action and impacts and site context.  Districts are responsible for both their and tribes limited resources (i.e., tribes can help the focus and priority of permit review concerns).



TRADITIONAL CULTURAL PROPERTIES AND 
SACRED SITES
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Petroglyph National Monument on the West Mesa outside of Albuquerque, New MexicoSerpent Mount in OhioDevil’s Tower of Close Encounters fame



TRADITIONAL CULTURAL PROPERTY

A location associated with the traditional beliefs of a Native 
American group about its origins, its cultural history, or the nature of 
the world

A rural community whose organization, buildings and structures, or 
patterns of land use reflect the cultural traditions valued by its long-
term residents

A location where Native American religious practitioners have 
historically gone, and are known to go today, to perform ceremonial 
activities in accordance with traditional cultural rules of practice

A location where a community has traditionally carried out economic, 
artistic, or other cultural practices important in maintaining its 
historical identity

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Properties can be eligible for the National Register because of their role in a community’s traditional culture   Such properties reflect traditional religion, beliefs, customs, and practicesMust be a tangible propertyCan be an entirely natural featureCriterion A generally appliesIt is important to note that significance based on religious and cultural       importance to an Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization could be       sufficient to meet National Register eligibility requirements, even though       a particular property may meet more than one criterion and its       significance derive from other reasons as well.TCLs: Alaska Project (Skipper)  vs. Districts (use that…)Park Service website
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TCPImportance of Salmon to Native American cultures in the PNW. Celilo Falls now flooded.  Can no longer access U&A place to fish. 



DOD AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY

• American Indian and 
Alaska Native Policy (Oct 
24, 2012).  DoD 
Instruction No. 4710.02: 
DoD Interactions with 
Federally-Recognized 
Tribes.

• Army Regulation.  AR 
200-1 Environmental 
Protection and 
Enhancement 
(Environmental Quality)
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Presentation Notes
DoD:Note: consultation definition of “may have the potential to significantly affect protected tribal resources, tribal rights, or Indian lands.” verses the NEPA definition and threshold.AR:Designates responsible parties and actions for Civil Works activities under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corp of EngineersDOD American Indian and Alaska Native Policy DOD Instruction Number 4710.02-Army, American Indian and Alaska Native PolicyUSACE, Tribal Consultation Policy 2012USACE, Sovereignty and Government to Government Relations with American Indian and Alaska Native Tribal Governments:  USACE Tribal Policy Principles (2010, reaffirming 1998).Regulatory’s Revised Interim Guidance for Implementing 33 CFR 325 Appendix C (2005)Preserve America (E.O. 13287)Partner with Indian tribes to promote economic development through use of historic propertiesCooperative Conservation (E.O 13352)Take account of tribal interests in land and other natural resourcesPromote tribal participation in Federal decision-makingPresidential Memorandum,5 Nov 2009-Tribal ConsultationTribal Policy Principles (May 10, 2010)PGL #58-Indian Sacred Sites (Jun 1998)PGL #57-Indian Sovereignty and G2G Relations with Indian TribesEO 13175, Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments



USACE TRIBAL POLICY DOCUMENTS

• USACE Consultation 
Policy and Related 
Documents (Nov 1, 
2012)

• Tribal Consultation 
Responsibilities in the 
Regulatory Program 

(19 Aug, 2016)
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Note: Update applies to Regulatory Program, Section 404 of CWA, Sections 9 & 10 or the RHA, and Section 103 of the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act.Presidential Memorandum,5 Nov 2009-Tribal ConsultationTribal Policy Principles (May 10, 2010)PGL #58-Indian Sacred Sites (Jun 1998)PGL #57-Indian Sovereignty and G2G Relations with Indian TribesEO 13175, Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal GovernmentsObligations:Consult regarding regulations, proposed legislation, or other policy statements that may have substantial effects on tribesUse consensual mechanisms to develop regulations and policies affecting:treaty rightstribal self-governmenttribal trust resourcesPreserve America (E.O. 13287)Partner with Indian tribes to promote economic development through use of historic propertiesCooperative Conservation (E.O 13352)Take account of tribal interests in land and other natural resourcesPromote tribal participation in Federal decision-makingDOD American Indian and Alaska Native Policy DOD Instruction Number 4710.02-Army, American Indian and Alaska 	Native PolicyUSACE, Tribal Consultation Policy 2012USACE, Sovereignty and Government to Government Relations with American Indian and Alaska Native Tribal Governments:  USACE Tribal Policy Principles (2010, reaffirming 1998).Regulatory’s Revised Interim Guidance for Implementing 33 CFR 325 Appendix C (2005)



USACE TRIBAL POLICY PRINCIPLES

In recognition of the special considerations 
due to tribal interests, the USACE has 
adopted the following 
Tribal Policy Principles:

• Recognition of Tribal SOVEREIGNTY
• Federal relationships with Tribes are 

GOVERNMENT TO GOVERNMENT
• We honor our TRUST RESPONSIBILITY 

to work for the benefit of Tribes
• CONSULTATION prior to decision making
• Protection of CULTURAL and NATURAL resources
• Promotion of GROWTH and ECONOMIC capacity
http://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Tribal-Nations/
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404 AND A LARGER CONTEXT
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EVALUATING PERMIT APPLICATIONS

• 33CFR Part 320.4(e)-Historic/cultural-…archeological 
resources, including Indian religious or cultural sites and 
such other areas as may be established under federal or 
state law for similar and related purposes.

• 320.4(g)(6)-Consideration of property-…Furthermore, a 
DA permit does not authorize any injury to property or 
invasion of rights…

• 33 CFR Part 330.5 NWP(b) Special Conditions for, (a) 
authorized activities to be valid: (10) That the construction 
or operation of the activity will not impair reserved tribal 
rights, including, but not limited to, reserved water rights 
and treaty fishing and hunting rights.

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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The Big Three issues to document.Also know our Guidance documents for consultation and the steps for inadvertent discoveries (GC 21), where applicable.What is the NWP GC process for Section 106-Historic Properties (GC 20) and Treaty Rights (17)17. Tribal Rights. No NWP activity may cause more than minimal adverse effects on tribal rights (including treaty rights), protected tribal resources, or tribal lands.21. Discovery of Previously Unknown Remains and Artifacts. If you discover any previously unknown historic, cultural or archeological remains and artifacts while accomplishing the activity authorized by this permit, you must immediately notify the district engineer of what you have found, and to the maximum extent practicable, avoid construction activities that may affect the remains and artifacts until the required coordination has been completed. The district engineer will initiate the Federal, Tribal, and state coordination required to determine if the items or remains warrant a recovery effort or if the site is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places



CONSULTATION RESPONSIBILITIES

2016 Policy Memorandum

• District commanders must ensure that any 
permit decision does not violate any treaty, 
or impermissibly impact other protected interests.

• District commanders must consult with 
Tribes pursuant to the NHPA.

• Develop communication protocols and 
operating procedures.

• Guidance and practices in place for identifying and evaluating 
potential to tribal resources, tribal rights, tribal lands, and historic 
properties. 
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How do we investigate for treaty rights or other protected interests?NHPA:  when a proposed activity requiring DA authorization has the potential to affect potentially eligible historic properties that are of religious or cultural significance to Tribes.Programs: Section 404 of the CWA, Sections 9 and 10 of the RHA, and Section 103 of the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act.Protocols and Procedures developed with tribes (33 CFR 320.4(j)(6) and Tribal Consultation Policy.Guidance and Practices and ensuring that meaningful consultation with Tribes occurs for Regulatory actions.Lead District Initiative opportunities, formal and informal communication considerations for multiple Districts and tribes



CONSULTATION FOR NHPA / APPENDIX C

• Consider views of SHPO, THPO, ACHP and consulting 
parties.

• Weigh all public interest factors, 
including impacts on historic 
properties

• If adverse effects on historic properties, consider 
alternatives to avoid, minimize, and mitigate those 
adverse effects.

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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May begin at anytime-the earlier the betterAlways consider ways to avoid or minimize effects.Graphic communication flow chart in Appendix C course.Be sure to distinguish between natural (TCP) v. historic resourcesTribal landscapes and TCP are our most difficult permit area issues



TREATY RIGHTS OR OTHER PROTECTED INTERESTS

If meeting Tribes for Consultation-consider these questions 
during meetings to ensure Regulatory Policy objectives:

• Do treaties exist within a specific geographic area?
The permit area?

• What treaty rights exist in, or what treaty- protected 
resources rely upon, the specific geographic area?

• How are treaty rights potentially affected by the 
proposed action (permit)?

If you’re not Consulting face-to-face, how are you 
documenting any treaty rights review?

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Examples for not meeting face to face:SPK-ORM letter (tribal treaty letter)This is strictly different from ORM letter for Cultural ResourcesLetter concept:IntroductionProject DescriptionThree questionsResponse desiredFigure enclosedDefinitions:Protected Tribal Resources: Those natural resources and properties of traditional or customary religious or cultural importance, either on of off Indian lands, retained by, or reserved by or for, Indian tribes through treaties, statutes, judicial decisions, or executive orders, including tribal trust resources.Tribal Rights: Those rights legally accruing to a tribe or tribes by virtue of inherent sovereign authority, unextinguished aboriginal title, treaty, statute, judicial decisions, executive order or agreement, and that give rise to legally enforceable remedies.Indian Lands: Any lands title to which is either: 1) held in trust by the US for the benefit of any Indian tribe or individual; or 2) held by any Indian tribe or individual subject to restrictions by the US against alienation.  (allotments)



CONSULTATION UNDER ESA

As part of any Section 7 the FWS/NMFS will:

• Notify tribes if proposed federal action may affect tribal 
trust resources

• Encourage action agencies 
to invite affected tribes to 
participate in consultation 
processes

• Give full consideration to 
information received from 
tribes in developing 
reasonable and prudent 
alternatives

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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https://www.fws.gov/endangered/what-we-do/tribal-secretarial-order.htmlUSFWS-Endangered Species: Working with Tribes-American Indian Tribal Rights, Federal-Tribal Trust Responsibilities, and the ESA.HOWEVER:  USACE must still assure its Regulations at 33CFR Part 320.4(e), 320.4(g)(6), and 33 CFR Part 330.5 NWP(b), and District commanders must ensurethat any permit decision does not violate any treaty, or impermissibly impact other protected interests.Other agencies cannot act to ensure OUR REGULATIONS.



OTHER ACTIONS FOR ASSURANCE

Tribal interests are not restricted to just cultural 
resources

• NWP non-reporting actions.  They are not valid on 
Indian land without EPA or Tribal 401 Water Quality 
Certificates.

• WQC grants and waivers by the states do not apply to 
Indian lands.
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Cooperating agency EA/EIS efforts: generally,  we should not delegate Tribal consultation nor should we accept Tribal consultation completed (or inferred) for treaty, or other protected tribal interests.  While we may adopt/supplement/tier some state or other agency NEPA, ESA and/or Section 106 EIS/EA information, we must document separate Tribal consultation by way of our permit authority, regulations and policy.NWP: note other agency’s actions-DOT, NRCS, etc., should require PCN for actions with culverts.WQCs:Effect of granting:  federal agency can proceed and evaluate whether a permit / license should be issued, and with what conditionsEffect of granting with conditions:    Every 401 condition must become a term of the permit or license, if issued.  Federal agency can’t pick and choose.If applicant dislikes conditions, needs to take issue to “appropriate forum of state law” – federal agency can’t do anything about the conditions.Effect of denying:  Implication is that no conditions would be adequate to ensure goals met if permit / license issuedFederal agency can’t issue permit or licenseEffect of waiving:  401 cert not required for federal agency to issue permit/licenseWatch out for federal permit/license agencies with shorter timeframesNWP GC #25. Water Quality. 401 Certification not limited to CWA.  Also applies to RHA Section 10.Tribes with WQ Certification: Know this information and where it appliesKnow where state waivers/certification appliesEPA must provide or waive WQC for all other tribal landsGrantGrant w/conditionsDenyWaiverNo 401 Certification or waiver means no federal permit



TREATY DELIBERATIONS
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What do you see here?  Anything catch your eye?  This image is still fresh in the minds of Indian Tribes. It’s paternalistic (i.e., relating to or characterized by the restriction of the freedom and responsibilities of subordinates or dependents in their supposed interest).Look at the setting (seating) and separation.  Exchange of goods for land cessations.Historically, the US government went to Tribes for treaty discussions and signings.  Starting in 1867, Tribes generally went to Washington, DC.



WHY ARE WE CONSULTING

• Our permit authority may impact tribal natural or 
cultural resources on/off reservation lands.

• Traditional Cultural Properties or 
Sacred Sites could be impacted

• Regulatory permit actions cannot 
impermissibly impact tribal treaty/reserved rights

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Be aware that there may be:Water rights or on-going DOJ settlements with tribesUsual and accustom access areas for tribal fishingHunting, gathering or cultural access areasGrazing Rights



WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO CONSULT

-USACE Tribal Policy Definition-

Open, timely, meaningful, collaborative and effective deliberative 
communication process that emphasizes trust, respect, and shared 
responsibility.  To the extent practicable and permitted by law, 
consultation works towards mutual consensus and begins at the 
earliest planning stages, before decisions are made and actions 
are taken; an active and respectful dialogue concerning actions 
taken by the USACE that may significantly affect tribal resources, 
tribal rights (including treaty rights), or Indian lands.

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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What is meaningful consultation?Consultation is a process not an eventAll parties have a shared responsibility for outcomeTalk before decisions are made, no more “done deals”Work towards consensus, but ultimately USACE makes decisions on water resources programs, projects, and activities, including permitsTribes are not just another stakeholder, user group, or the “public”Consultation cultivates an open and fluid exchange of information, ideas, and solutions both directionsBeyond NEPA review and NHPAProtect Indian rights from adverse impactsReflect on the Grand Rhonde tribal perspective slides in other module and the CRIT information coming up.



WHO CONSULTS

• Day-to-Day:  Regulatory staff and/or 
Tribal Liaison and Tribal 
representatives

• More formal: District 
Commanders, TL and 
Tribal Leaders

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Each district generally has a dedicated tribal liaison, who has special expertise regarding the tribes in each district and how to effectively consult with them  Most tribes have a specific point of contact depending on the reason for consultationDistrict Commanders should always engage when tribal leaders engage and when formal consultation is requested



TYPES OF CONSULTATION

Government-to-Government (formal):
• Letter from Tribal Chair or Commander inviting Consultation for a 

specific Regulatory permit action

Consultation (informal)*:
• On-going dialogue (i.e. letters) between the staff of two 

governments; exchange of information (i.e., Command Change, 
flag exchange, etc.)

Coordination (notification on project specific information)
• Advance information on large area project with multiple agencies

Collaboration (discussion of multiple RD projects over time)
• Quarterly tribal interaction for geographic areas
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Definitions for Terms are elusive.Important take-away:  Actions that we take not the terms used or how we label the action.Formal:May involve high level of formality (MOUs in progress with tribes)Meeting of two heads of governments (Tribal Chair & Commander) or their appointed representatives (i.e., TL)Occurs when there is mutual agreement that consultation is taking placeUsually issue-focused with a concern for implementation/resolutionMust be initiated with tribes individuallyInformal*:FY2018 ORM changes and reportingInformational meetings that are not issue or event drivenCan be in person, by telephone or by emailCritical element of maintaining on-going dialogue (i.e., checking in for CW/RD actions over time)Coordinate to set up process and ground rules-talk early, talk often-meet and greet-social eventsMore on Coordination:Permit action letter (ORM:Tribal coordination example)May represent pre-coordinated information for various concernsNWP and Regional General Permit reissuanceNWP General Conditions: #17 (Tribal Rights), #20 (Discovery of previously unknown remains and artifacts) and #25 (401 Water Quality Certification)Initiation with more than one tribe:Once established, federal agencies may use tribal consortia (i.e., a cooperative arrangement or other institutional group) to exchange information, etcOnly tribes may authorize use of tribal consortia for consultationTribal consortia may not be used for initial consultation



NON-FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED TRIBES

• Government to government consultation only occurs with 
federally-recognized Indian Tribes.  

• The Corps will listen to non-recognized or state-recognized 
Tribes, but they are essentially interested parties in the 
Regulatory process, and generally treated like any other 
stakeholder group.

• Some non-recognized or state-recognized Tribes may claim 
to be federally recognized 

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bullet 1: These Tribes have gone through a formal, rigorous process with the Department of Interior and possess a historical political footing with the US (i.e., Senate ratified treaty). Bullet 3: Always useful to first verify with your district’s tribal liaison.L Photo: Washington State has federally recognized and non-federally recognized tribesR Photo: North Carolina has FR tribes (E. Cherokee) and NFR tribes LumbeeSome Tribes may in an on-going Federal Recognition process.  You decide if formal consultation or coordination is warrented.



CONSULTATION PROCESS

The following are not sufficient for requesting 
consultation: 

• Public Notices

• General interagency coordination letters

• Other mass mailing.

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reach out to each potentially affected tribe separately using the communication style, e.g. letter, phone call, e-mail, they prefer.Tribal liaisons can assist.Photo: Pipeline (infrastructure).Improving Tribal Consultation and Tribal Involvement in Federal Infrastructure Decisions (January 2017) DOI, Army, JusticeAdvisory Council on Historic Preservation-24 May 2017, Improving Tribal Consultation in Infrastructure Projects.WHAT TELLS US this approach is insufficient?-Definition of Consultation-Court decisions-Assurance of or REGULATIONS



REGULATORY CONSULTING HURDLES

• Scope of Analysis/Permit Area/Undertaking (106, 
ESA, NEPA).

• Extent of Trust responsibility for non-Corps 
activities

• Roles for non-compliance and enforcement

• Time frames for commenting on Public Notices or 
responding to letters perceived as insufficient

• Non-notifying NWPs

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Presentation Notes
Stress:  The UNDERTAKING is the federal action=permit area (direct) and indirect impacts.  Together these are the APE we consult on.Bullet 1: Appendix C – developed in 1990; Permit Area vs. APE; limited role for Tribes. Interim guidance addresses this issuePrivate Lands and Federal Permit.Bullet 5:   Minimal effectsLocal proceduresProgrammatic consultationKeep the process moving forward and work on a timely decisionGive deference to tribes in the timing of consultation, but stay within time and the constraints of our programWe have a responsibility to consult with Tribes prior to making any decision that could potentially affect them adversely.This duty stems from a Tribe’s sovereignty and our trust responsibility to them.



TRIBAL & AGENCY VIEWS OF CONSULTATION

What’s important to Tribes:
• Respect and being heard
• Exchange of views and ideas
• Input in final decisions and plans
• Achieving a mutual understanding

What’s important to the Agency:
• Be respectful and indicate agency has 

listened
• Focus on techniques and details during 

meetings
• Getting to a final decision
• Achieving results

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Presentation Notes
Keep in mind differences in expectations as you define your goals in consultation and as you prepare for consultation.Three Sac and Fox Tribal Flags.  Different relationships with the Federal government and different histories of why they are in 3 different locations.  While these tribes have formed a confederacy for NAGRPA issues, they can have different expectations during consultation over the same action.Sac and Fox Nation OKSac and Fox Nation of Missouri in KS and NESac and Fox Tribe of the Mississippi in IA (Meskwaki)



Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance

TRIBAL VISION

The Tribal people have 
lived on the land and have 
been connected to the 
land from time 
immemorial.

The people made use of 
every type of habitat that 
historically existed, and 
were the original stewards 
of the land.

Next seven generations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Permission obtained to use these slides to provide the Tribal perspective.These are from a presentation given by staff from the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde in Oregon (“Ceded Lands & Tribal History Overview” and dated April 4, 2017).The Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde Community of Oregon is a confederation of over twenty-seven tribes and bands from western Oregon, southern Washington, and northern California. The tribes were removed to the Grand Ronde Reservation in 1856 by the U.S. government in order to free the land for American pioneer settlement and to alleviate the mounting conflicts among the tribes and settlers, miners, and ranchers. The community lived on the reservation until 1954, when Congress passed the Western Oregon Indian Termination Act (PL 588). The act took effect in 1956, when the treaties and the reservation were terminated. The tribe existed as a nonrecognized government for twenty-seven years until Congress passed the Grand Ronde Restoration Act on November 22, 1983.
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CONSULTATION

Ongoing, meaningful 
dialogue whereby views, 
recommendations and/or 
advice are encouraged, 
exchanged, and 
considered.

Notification is the start of 
consulting, but alone does 
not constitute consulting.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar to the definition of Consultation in the Corps Tribal Policy 
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND

Within a single Tribal 
entity there may be 
substantial cultural and 
philosophical differences 
between people.  It may 
not be safe to assume that 
one person’s opinion is 
that of the Tribe, unless 
that person is a duly 
authorized Tribal 
spokesperson.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alaska example: “What hat are you wearing? Do you represent the Tribal community (i.e. village) or the Regional Corporation?
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND

Some Tribal cultural 
knowledge is not 
meant to be public 
knowledge, and is 
kept secret

The amount and type 
of knowledge shared 
varies widely from 
Tribe to Tribe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alaska example: “What hat are you wearing? Do you represent the Tribal community (i.e. village) or the Regional Corporation?
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND

 Tribes are sovereign nations 

 Tribal Councils = Presidents, 
Senators, or Congresspersons.  
Govt-to-govt Consultation 
is what they seek.  

 As the executive and 
legislative branch of the 
sovereign Tribal government, 
Tribal Councils often wish to 
meet directly with executives 
and legislators of the U.S. and 
state governments.

Hon. Cheryle A. Kennedy, Tribal Council Vice Chair, 
Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND

 Staff-to-staff consultation 
is also frequently sought.

 Communication from 
governments is expected 
to be made to the Tribal 
Council Chair or other 
designated member of 
Tribal Council, with CC’s 
to appropriate Tribal staff.

 Once a consultation is 
established, staff may be 
contacted directly.

Kelly Dirksen, Fish and Wildlife Program Manager, 
Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde

Steelhead (Oncorhyncus mykiss)

Presenter
Presentation Notes




COLORADO RIVER INDIAN TRIBE-12 MAY 2017

Standards for G2G Consultation-Policy

• Explain agency decisions based on legal, practical, 
and policy constraints on decision-making.

• Involve agency decision-makers with ultimate authority in 
consultation meetings.

• Sufficiently prepare for consultation meetings with Tribal Council to 
be able to respond to and address the Tribes’ concerns.

• Do not claim that communication with CRIT staff, between CRIT 
and project applicants, or in the presence of multiple Tribes is 
government-to-government consultation.

• Consult on any potential impacts of a proposed project or action on 
CRIT, its members, its land, or its cultural resources.

• Keep information obtained via government-to-government 
consultation confidential.

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is CRIT Policy and not USACE.This new policy sprang from an unfortunate and tragic outcome involving the Bureau of Land Management authorized construction of the 2,000-acre Genesis Solar Energy Project on land in eastern Riverside County, California, once occupied by the ancestors of CRIT’s Mohave members. The project removed almost 3,000 cultural resources which are now stored in places where CRIT has no access. The tribal council has repeatedly asked for reburial rights only to be ignored.Consultation with the Tribal Council was almost non-existent prior to the project. It consisted largely of low-level federal officials who tended to be unaware of details and who had little or no role in the decision making process. Communication after the project was neither meaningful nor productive.



CONCERNS EXPRESSED BY TRIBES

• The Corps doesn’t consult.  Corps makes a 
decision, announces it, and defends it.

• Corps methods viewed as hurried, insensitive, 
regimental, and territorial.

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Presentation Notes
Tribes want full opportunity for input into permit process.Not complete until deliberation over proposed action by tribal council is reached, often requiring consensus.Face-to-face meetings between Corps and Tribal staff are important and often reduce the need for leadership to meet.Photo: head explodes when items are encountered.



CONCERNS EXPRESSED BY CORPS

No resources to consult (i.e. money, staff, time)

My deadlines won’t permit me to consult

I don’t know who should be 
part of the consultation

Tribes use ‘consultation’ as a 
tactic to stop projects

How much is enough? Must I 
consult until they agree?

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Presentation Notes
Tribal coordination and consultation can be challenging within the context of the Regulatory Program (time frames, limited Federal scope of analysis, private property, etc.) Applicants bear the costs of compliance — but ultimately the Corps is responsible for G2G consultationThe limited scope of Corps jurisdiction may seem like a Federal dodge of involvement to tribes and commenting agencies



ORAL COMMUNICATION - DIFFERENCES

American Indian/Alaska Native Culture:

• Speaks from the heart and can be emotional
• Person/relationship oriented
• Past, present, future are circular

The Government Culture:

• Speaks objectively / impersonally about facts and data
• Project and problem-solving oriented
• Focuses on the present and sticking to an agenda (linear process)

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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THE ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
L Photo: File roomsR Photo: Court room



ADMINISTRATIVE FILE DOCUMENTATION
INDIVIDUAL AND GENERAL PERMITS

3.4 Tribal Trust Responsibilities  

3.4.1 Was government-to-government consultation 
conducted with Federally-recognized Tribe(s)? 

Provide a description of any consultation(s) 
conducted including results and how concerns were 
addressed. 

3.4.2 Other Tribal including any discussion of Tribal Treaty 
rights? 

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ORM: Some districts use tribal template letters for Appendix C review and Treaty Rights inquiry.Document:NHPA -attach APE map and define scope for Cultural ResourcesResearch Google Earth Map layer informationReference QMS 12972Tribal response lettersMemorandum for Record (MFR)Emails, phone logs, and other electronic communications and letters providing data or reports to THPO or tribal contacts.



ADMINISTRATIVE FILE DOCUMENTATION

Cultural Resource Survey Reports

Treaty Rights Review

Ethnographic Research

Interview Transcriptions

Letters / Emails

Meeting Agendas / Notes

Maps 
Permit Area

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Document:NHPA -attach APE map and define scope for Cultural ResourcesResearch Google Earth Map layer informationReference QMS 12972Tribal response lettersMemorandum for Record (MFR)Emails, phone logs, and other electronic communications and letters providing data or reports to THPO or tribal contacts.



TOOLS

• Agency mapping and spatial data tools
• BIA shape file integration to Google Earth
• Tribal ancestral lands map information
• Tribal Liaison, Regulatory Archeologist
• ORM letter for treaty trust rights review 
• Develop an evaluation similar to how we evaluate 

impacts to listed species and their critical habitat

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Presentation Notes
Consider all types of land or water right from treatiesDocument the relevant information used in making impact determinations for consultation with the USFWS.  AKA Biological Evaluation:Document the Project Description: Location (STR), vicinity map with boundary of proposed activity. Detailed description of the proposed activity, including project features such as access roads, power lines, etc.Document the Site Specific Information: Identify treaty or trust rights that may occur on the site or within the influence of the proposed project. Describe the history of the site or within the influence of the project and your research for known treaty trust information.Document the Effects of the Action that would directly affect the species.  Describe effects of the action that indirectly affect the species.Document the Independent and interrelated effects.  Describe effects of interdependent actions (those actions that have no independent utility apart from primary actions). Describe effects of interrelated actions (actions that are part of the primary action and depend on that action for their justification).Describe Cumulative effects of action that are cumulative to the primary action. That includes future state or private activities that are reasonably certain to occur.Document your Determination of Effect: No effect, Not likely to adversely affect or likely to adversely affect.



TOOLS: GOOGLE EARTH-TRIBAL DATA

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UL Photo: GE layer of treaty land area cessations by tribe in SPK AOR.  Information also notes reserved treaty rights for some areas.UR Photo: GE layer of current Indian reservation land areas of SPK AORLL Photo: GE layer of SPD REGULATORY-AOR (SPL, SPN, SPA and SPK)LR Photo: GE layer of SPD-AOR Indian reserved water rights and levels of conflict potential with metropolitan areas (water supply issues).



PIT RIVER TRIBE-ANCESTRAL TERRITORY

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pit River Tribe in northern CA.  7 different bands with tribal reservation (trust) lands in shaded areas along with bounded historical territories to facilitate consistent consultation between agencies and tribal cultural representatives.



BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND TIPS

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Walk the land with Tribal representatives to gain an understanding and appreciation of their culture, religion, beliefs, practices and their needs.Photo: Command visit with tribal representatives on site.



BEST PRACTICES

Establish the relationship before project-specific issues arise

• Be informed about the tribe’s culture, protocols, history, 
history with Corps and other federal agencies, etc.

• Early relationship helps develop mutual trust, fostering 
more open dialogue

• Meeting often without specific issues provides an 
opportunity to clarify Regulatory authorities and 
limitations

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Presentation Notes
Can help determine which types of regulated activities may be of particular interest to a Tribe.Regulatory’s authority is often limited, meaning some impacts that are of concern to certain Tribes are outside of our ability to evaluate and/or mitigate.Regulatory does not own the property and does not control when an application is received, limiting how early we can consult and/or what we can require of the applicant.Remember:No timelines to complete consultation with Tribes. Exception is under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act when the tribe has assumed the duties of the State Historic Preservation Officer for activities on tribal lands.Regulatory should be flexible and provide reasonable accommodations to scheduling conflicts.Regulatory should thoroughly document any communication with a Tribe, including requests for consultation.Take time to meet with Tribal governments and visit on a regular basisOutreach to explain actions under RD vs. CW is very helpfulBuild and enhance mutual partnershipGain an understanding of each other to develop an effective governmental relationshipResearch and learn about treaties and rights of tribes in your regionAttempt reasonable accommodation without compromising the legal positions of either the Indians or the Federal government



CONSULTATION AWARENESS

• Cultural bias-everybody has one
• Traditional beliefs and wildlife are 

intertwined
• Religion in meetings
• English as a second language
• Humor
• Being greeted with silence
• Attorney’s role
• Perspectives and expectations
• Duration of the meeting
• Proper titles for delegates
• Conflict or anger
• Appearance

• Proffering of food and/or gifts

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Presentation Notes
Kickapoo Tribe in Kansas-Tribal Council 2017Tribal land uses are generally based in preservation vs. production (i.e., grazing vs. row crop production)Beliefs may not be contemporaryExpect an elder to offer a prayer before or after a meetingTribes will often use their own language to interact with each otherA joking manner or a joke may be used between individuals with a relationship (i.e., an ice breaker).  Mark G’s personal experience with COL Injun Ears (Engineers)Silence is often as important as the words.  Gives reflection and deeper consideration to the topic of conversation.Attorney’s may be present to facilitate or counsel Tribal Councils.  They may also be a post-meeting POC for various follow-up items.Awareness of each parties perspectives and expectations will go a long way to a productive meeting conclusion.Put away your watch.  The meeting may likely start late and go beyond your expected wrap-up.Always use the titles expected with parties as they’ve introduced themselvesExpect emotion and possible conflict with expectations.  Be patientDress and attire may not fit the norm or contemporary business expectations. 



PLANNING A CONSULTATION MEETING AGENDA
• Location (meet at Tribal offices)
• Date/Time, Meeting room
• Preparations- read-ahead materials
• Develop draft agenda with Tribal input
• Special requirements (Interpreters?)
• Who runs the meeting; ground rules
• Social aspect- Food

DURING A MEETING
• Applicant & Tribal interests frequently differ
• Avoid Tribal politics
• Listen more than you talk
• Don’t promise what you can’t deliver
• Have reasonable expectations 

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Presentation Notes
Photo: CW Tribal Consultation brochure



FACING DISAGREEMENT

• Be prepared for debate, heated discussion and disagreement, even 
surprise agenda items.

• Caucus is OK
• Consider other talking points to offer options

regarding water related concerns (TPP/WRDA)
• Stay calm in the face of anger

• Listen, don’t react
• Forgive, forget, move forward
• Don’t take history personally
• Don’t defend past decisions that you don’t own
• Keep an overall focus on your objectives

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance



CONSULTATION – WHAT NOT TO DO

• Present a decision that appears to be already 
made

• Be dictatorial
• Dismiss the past as unimportant
• Interrupt
• Ridicule or criticize
• Be defensive
• Show a lack of respect for cultural differences
• Insist on sticking rigidly to the agenda

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Caveat:  Professionalism in the Corps.  We bring this up because it happens, not to undermine your credibility or your professionalism.You can expect others (i.e., proponent, applicant, etc.) to achieve your level of professionalism during consultation.



CONSULTATION MEETINGS

Before a Meeting
• Talk early – talk often
• Consult your Tribal liaison
• Know your Tribal contacts
• Plan meeting with Tribal input
• Provide program, project, or activity info 

to Tribe in advance
• Familiarize yourself with Tribes and their 

cultures to enhance understanding
• Be prepared for a long meeting, 

4+ hours is not uncommon

During a Meeting
• Listen more than you talk
• Don’t interrupt
• Respect elders
• Don’t be defensive; don’t argue

• Communicate open-mindedness and 
humility

• Silence is a sign of respect, not lack of 
interest

• Accept unanticipated changes to 
agendas, be flexible

• Partake of/offer snacks, coffee, etc.
• Sometimes small gifts are exchanged

After a Meeting
• Don’t rush off, stay and talk informally, 

ask for a site visit/community tour
• Share a meal or snacks
• Send out draft meeting notes
• Collaboratively plan next step

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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Be clear about what the Federal agency is proposing, why, the authority or requirement for the action, etc.Identify preferred methods of communication, develop protocols and/or agreementsBe sensitive to the effects of history on the consultation relationship and longstanding trust issuesBe flexible, especially with deadlinesAllow time for questions to be asked and answered     during consultation meetings and after themIdentify and collaborate on areas of mutual interest



AFTER THE CONSULTATION MEETING

• Follow up with a phone call a couple of days later
• Distribute the minutes to all parties  
• Participating in consultation; ask for input.
• Agree to the follow-on  

• Another meeting 
• Staff to work together to finish products
• Formal signing 

• Continue communicating

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance



FINAL THOUGHTS

• Due diligence…know what you need to know
• Stop, look and listen
• Take a Hard look
• Document

• Don’t rush to failure
• Hug your Tribal Liaison occasionally
• Go slow, but get to Green…

Tribal Consultation USACE Policy & Guidance
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USACE Leaders take Tribal Consultation responsibilities seriously.Commander slogans you will hear to keep moving forward.
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